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Abstract 

  The purpose of this research is to develop a new solvent-based slurry stereolithography (3S) 

ceramic additive manufacturing system. Although previous machine set-ups have been proven to be able 

to pave automatically, they can’t build entire ceramic parts stably. 

This research changes the revolving paving system to planetary-type revolving paving, and looks 

forward to the in-tube slurry coating mechanism, which achieves the paving process automatically 

without any slurry of waste. 

On the other hand, adding a high rate filter in front of the projector lens can shrink the image and 

enhance the resolution. During experiments, the hard material was more suitable during this process 

compared to soft a material scraper. Then, we modified the shape of the scrapper until it could pave a 

complete plane in a 3S process.  
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Objective 

    This paper presents a solvent-based slurry method stereolithography system. Energy is transmitted 

through the mask so that the resin mixture of this study chemical changes, and combines with the 

molding. After drying, the slurry will become non-liquidity, like a semisolid. Then the illumination of the 

mask graphic hardening process. Without illuminated areas remain semisolid. Because no longer a flow, 

and therefore can be a piece of good support. Also produced without additional support of the workpiece. 

Repeating the above steps until the workpiece forming up. 

Materials and Methods 

    In this study, the principle of the slurry formulation process is the use of ceramic powder mixed with 

light curing with UV resin (3DV1 resin, UV resin) as a main slurry recipe. Transmission of energy 

through the mask so that the resin mixture of this study chemical changes. Then combined molding. 

Using methanol as solvent. After drying the slurry will become non-liquidity of semi solid. Then light 

hardening. Without illuminated areas remains a semi-solid. Because no longer a liquidity, It can be a good 

support for the workpiece. 

Results 

  This paper improve four kinds of slurry which material properties and selection. Further investigate 

the paving system to design the optimal rotation paving mechanism has been taken in the paper. The 

feasibility of this paving mechanism to reduce the friction between the Teflon plate and the scarper has 

been evaluated. So that it can successfully paving layer. Finally, after measuring the shrinkage values 

after the process, the correct parameter can be calculated. 

Conclusion 
  In workpiece productions, this approach can successfully paving layer to produce a workpiece. The 

main purpose in this paper is instigating the feasibility of planetary type revolving paving system. 

Therefore, the forming capability of the workpiece size is 25mm length and width size. The leakage of 

material problem to the outside of manual cleaning scraper is minor. It can prevent residual material 

damage during the molding surface scraper travel. The paving process does not necessarily to add cleanup, 
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if the slurry effluent outside scraper can be solved. It will be able to achieve paving process automatously. 
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